
7th Grade Social Studies
Introduction of the Formation of the United States (1760)- The Civil War (1860)

Mr Gergen: Room 203
Email: cgergen@ehps.k12.mt.us

Welcome to 7th Grade Social Studies! This class will take you through the beginnings of this
Nation we call home up until the Civil War. You will learn the challenges this young nation
faced and many important events that led to YOU sitting in this classroom today. The purpose
of this course is to allow students the knowledge of how the United States became its own
country and the trials and tribulations that were faced in order to make this happen, which is
demonstrated with the Civil War.

This class will cover:
The Thirteen Colonies The American Revolution
The Declaration of Independence The Articles of Confederation
The Constitution The Branches of the Government
The Amendments Native American History
The Electoral College The Federalist Era
The Je�erson Era The Jackson Era
Manifest Destiny The Civil War

And so much more when we dive into each of these HUGE topics above.

Supplies:
Please bring a pencil and notebook. We will be using the classroom chromebooks in the class.

Homework:
As long as you participate and e�ectively utilize your class time, there will be little homework.
I understand how busy life can be and want this class to be a fun and knowledgeable experience
without the burden of nightly homework. However, if you choose not to utilize the time given
to you in class to work on projects, you will be expected to finish them on your own time and
meet the deadlines given to you.

Grading:
You will be graded on a point system. Each assignment/project will have a set point given. Daily
Journals will be due on Friday and they will be worth 20 points.

_________________________________________________
Please discuss this syllabus with your parents/guardian.
Student ___________________

Parent/Guardian___________________________

Return this Slip for 20 points!! Keep the syllabus above.
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